MAIL ASSURE
SYSTEMIZED, REAL-TIME BUSINESS CYBER-SECURITY

MAIL ASSURE

CLOUD-BASED EMAIL SECURITY
Advanced Threat Protection For Inbound & Outbound Email!
Total Visibility And Control Over Email Flow

Email

remains one of
the most common attack vectors, and
one of the easiest entry points, for all
new cyber-attacks.

Mail Assure Email Security helps you stay in
control and protect your inbound and outbound
email using collective threat intelligence, 24/7
email continuity and long-term email archiving.

Advanced Threat Protection Mail Assure
checks every incoming, outgoing and internal
email for malware, phishing, ransomware, viruses,
spam and other threats. Proprietary machine
learning and collective intelligence incorporates
data from over 23 million mailboxes to defend
against email-borne threats.

Email Continuity Even if a Email Server goes
down, users can still receive, read and send email
via a web interface supported by a network of
highly available global data centers.

Affordable Email Security Easy, predictable
billing. Pay per mailbox. No long-term contracts.
No minimum mailbox requirements. No hardware to buy or software to install on endpoints.
Mail Assure’s filtering technology includes 24/7
email continuity, anti-phishing and impersonation
protection by default—no upcharge.

With a Web Interface, you can access and set the
permission levels, view all quarantined messages
and release, remove, blacklist, whitelist, or block
those messages as needed.

8 Reasons To Use
Mail Assure
1. Advanced Threat Protection For Inbound
And Outbound Email.

Integration With Other Email Services Mail
Assure works with any on-premise or cloud-based
email service, adding an extra layer of protection to
the default security features built into platforms,
like: Google G-Suite, Microsoft 365 or Exchange, etc.

Seamless Integration with Microsoft 365 with
the add-in from Microsoft AppSource. Designed to
easily give Microsoft 365 users greater control and
transparency over their email while enjoying the
benefits of the additional Mail Assure security.

Data Loss Prevention And Email Archiving The
built-in email archiving feature encrypts - in transit
(using TLS) and at rest (using AES) - then compresses
and stores all legitimate incoming and outgoing
emails in Mail Assure’s cloud-based vault to help
ensure a safe and searchable history of all email
communications to avoid the risk of losing messages.

2. Email Continuity
3. Email Security Made Affordable
4. Get Total Visibility And Control Over Your
Email Flow

5. Integration With Other Email Services And
Infrastructures

6. Seamless Integration With Microsoft 365
7. Data Loss Prevention With Email Archiving
8. Regional Data Storage And Security

Regional Data Storage and Support Centers
Many businesses face strict rules regarding their
data processing and security, and therefore need to
use data centers located in their specific region.
Mail Assure offers a default global region, but also
allows you to select storage options for your logs,
quarantines, and archive data in the US, EU, UK,
Australia and Canada.

“Mail Assure is an Intelligent
Protection & Filtering Engine.”
“Mail Assure takes email security
to the next level, with rigorous
processes and advanced filters
designed to help protect your
business from the ever changing
email threat landscape.”

Powerful and Affordable
Email Protection and Continuity!
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